A Howe curve is a curve of genus 4 obtained as the fiber product over P 1 of two elliptic curves. Any Howe curve is canonical. This paper provides an efficient algorithm to find superspecial Howe curves and that to enumerate their isomorphism classes. We discuss not only an algorithm to test the superspeciality but also an algorithm to test isomorphisms for Howe curves. Our algorithms are much more efficient than conventional ones proposed by the authors so far for general canonical curves. We show the existence of a superspecial Howe curve in characteristic 7 < p ≤ 331 and enumerate the isomorphism classes of superspecial Howe curves in characteristic p ≤ 53, by executing our algorithms over the computer algebra system Magma.
1. Introduction 1.1. Background and motivation. Let K be a field of characteristic p > 0. A nonsingular curve over K is called superspecial (resp. supersingular) if its Jacobian variety is isomorphic (resp. isogenous) to a product of supersingular elliptic curves over an algebraically closed field containing K. It is known that a nonsingular curve X over K is superspecial if and only if its Hasse-Witt matrix (resp. Cartier-Mainin matrix), which represents the Frobenius (resp. Cartier) operator on the cohomology group H 1 (X, O X ) (resp. H 0 (X, Ω 1 X )), is zero, where O X (resp. Ω 1 X ) is the structure sheaf on X (resp. the sheaf of differential 1-forms on X). Superspecial curves are not only theoretically interesing in algebraic geometry and number theory but also have many applications in coding theory, cryptology and so on, because they tend to have many rational points and their Jacobian varieties have big endomorphism rings. However, it is not easy to find such curves since there are only finitely many superspecial curves for given genus and characteristic. Our basic problem is to find or enumerate superspecial curves. A method to construct superspecial curves is to consider fiber products of superspecial curves of lower genera. In this paper, we illustrate that this method is efficient, by considering the simplest one among cases of genus ≥ 4, that is the case of Howe curves. A Howe curve is a curve of genus 4 obtained by fiber products over P 1 of two elliptic curves E 1 and E 2 . In [13] , E. Howe studied these curves to construct quickly curves with many rational points.
1.2. Related works. The reason that we consider the case of genus g ≥ 4 is that the enumeration of the isomorphism classes of superspecial curves of g ≤ 3 has already been done, see Deuring [4] for g = 1, Ibukiyama-Katsura-Oort [15] for g = 2 and Brock [3] for g = 3, also see Ibukiyama [14] and Oort [22] for the existence for g = 3. Contrary to the case g ≤ 3, the existence/non-existence of a superspecial curve of genus 4 in general characteristic is an open problem, while some results for small concrete p are known; See [5, Theorem 1.1] for the non-existence for p ≤ 3 and [17, Theorem B] for the non-existence for p = 7. As for enumeration, computational approaches have been proposed recently in [17] , [18] and [19] , and the main strategy common to [17] and [18] (resp. [19] ) is: Parameterizing canonical (resp. hyperelliptic) curves X of genus 4, finding superspecial curves is reduced into computing zeros of a multivariate system derived from the condition that the Hasse-Witt (resp. Cartier-Manin) matrix of X is zero. With computer algebra techniques such as Gröbner bases, the authors enumerated superspecial canonical (resp. hyperelliptic) curves for p ≤ 11 (resp. p ≤ 23) in [17] and [18] (resp. [19] ). However, results for larger p have not been obtained yet due to the cost of solving multivariate systems, and no complexity analysis is given in [17] , [18] and [19] . Now we restrict ourselves to Howe curves. Recently, it is proven in [21] that there exists a supersingular Howe curve in arbitrary positive characteristic. In particular, the authors of [21] reduced the existence of such a curve into that of a certain zero of a multivariate system as follows: Given two elliptic curves E Ai,Bi : y 2 = x 3 + A i x + B i with A i , B i ∈ F p for i = 1 and 2, they constructed a family of Howe curves H (the normalization of E 1 × P 1 E 2 ) with three parameters λ, µ and ν in F p , where each E i is an elliptic curve with E i ∼ = E Ai,Bi over F p . They also proved that the supersingularity of H is equivalent to that of E 1 , E 2 and a curve C of genus 2 if p = 2, by using the fact (due to Howe [13, Theorem 2.1]) that there exists an isogeny of degree 2 4 from the Jacobian J(H) to E 1 × E 2 × J(C). Thus, once supersingular E Ai,Bi 's are given, the supersingularity of H is reduced into that (λ, µ, ν) is a certain zero over F p of a multivariate system derived from the supersingularity of C. To show the existence of such a zero (λ, µ, ν), they also find various algebraic properties of the defining polynomials of the system. Based on these properties, they completed the proof by showing an analogous result of the quasi-affineness of Ekedahl-Oort strata in the case of abelian varieties.
The above reduction is applicable also for the superspecial case, but the method of [21] to prove the existence could not work well. For this reason, the superspecial case is still open: Problem 1.1. Does there exist a superspecial Howe curve for any p > 7?
To obtain a general result for solving Problem 1.1, it is meaningful and useful to obtain computational results for concrete p as large as possible.
1.3. Our contribution. Here, we state our main results (Theorems 1.2 and 1.3 below). The proofs are computational, and it has three main ingredients (A), (B) and (C) below, where we construct algorithms implemented over the computer algebra system Magma [1] . In particular, the ingredient (C) provides both theoretically new and computationally efficient method to test for isomorphisms of Howe curves. The first theorem is on Problem 1.1, and the second one is on the enumeration of superspecial Howe curves. Each theorem holds in any characteristic bounded by a constant (which can be updated). The constant is relatively large, compared with p ≤ 7 in [17] , p ≤ 11 in [18] , and p ≤ 23 in [19] . That shows an advantage of the use of Howe curves (with our algorithms below).
The three key ingredients are the following (A), (B) and (C): (A) Reduction of the search space. We discuss the field of definition of superspecial Howe curves (cf. Proposition 2.2), which enables us to reduce the amount of our search drastically. Specifically, the coordinates of (A 1 , B 1 , A 2 , B 2 , λ, µ, ν) belong to F p 2 , whereas those in the supersingular case [21] can belong to larger extension fields in the algebraic closure F p . (B) Algorithm to list superspecial Howe curves. Once the search space for
for which H is superspecial, as well as our previous works [17] , [18] , [19] . Different from [17] , [18] , [19] , we also analyze the (time) complexity of the algorithm concretely. In our framework, we first determine (A 1 , B 1 , A 2 , B 2 ) from a pair of supersingular j-invariants since a supersingular elliptic curve always exists for arbitrary p > 0. Moreover, we may assume ν = 1, see Remark 4.2. The algorithm computes (λ, µ) as zeros over F p 2 of a multivariate system derived from the superspeciality of C. Since the number of variables is two (λ and µ), computing (λ, µ) has the following three variants:
(ii) Conduct the brute-force only on λ (resp. µ), and compute µ (resp. λ) as a root of a univariate polynomial with the gcd computation. (iii) Regarding both λ and µ as variables, use an approach based on resultants.
Analyzing the complexity of each variant, we shall determine the fastest one. (C) New isomorphism-tests for Howe curves. Once superspecial Howe curves have been listed by (B), we shall classify their isomorphism classes to obtain Theorem 1.3. For this, an efficient isomorphism-test is required since many superspecial Howe curves are found by (B). As any Howe curve is canonical (cf. Proposition 2.1), one may check whether two Howe curves are isomorphic, by the isomorphism-test given in [17, 6.1] for canonical curves, whose implementation is found in [18, 4.3] , see Subsection 3.1 for a brief review. However, it turns out to be very costly, since it requires much Gröbner basis computations. As an alternative method, we propose the use of the relative positions of the ramified points of E i → P 1 for a Howe curve H, which is the normalization of E 1 × P 1 E 2 , where two elliptic quotients E 1 , E 2 of H are not uniquely determined by H. Our isomorphism-test (cf. Proposition 3.1) is obtained by enumerating all quotients E 1 , E 2 of H such that H is the normalizaion of E 1 × P 1 E 2 and by looking at the relative position of ramified points E i → P 1 . Computational results show that the classification of isomorphism classes by this new isomorphism-test can be much (about 100 times on average) faster than that by the conventional one ( [17] , [18] ) for canonical curves. Organization. The organization of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we start with recalling basic facts on Howe curves and explain the superspeciality-test for Howe curves. In Section 3, we introduce a new method to classify isomorphism classes of superspecial Howe curves, after we describe a way to enumerate certain elliptic quotients of a given Howe curve. In Section 4, we give the two main algorithms and state the main results. The details of the algorithms and some complexity analyses are given in Section 5. Section 6 is a concluding remark.
Howe curves and their superspeciality
In this section, we recall the definition of Howe curves and properties of these curves, and study the superspeciality of them. In particular, we show in Proposition 2.2 that the field of definition of superspecial Howe curves is F p 2 .
2.1. Definition and a realization. A Howe curve is a curve which is isomorphic to the desingularization of the fiber product E 1 × P 1 E 2 of two double covers E i → P 1 ramified over S i , where S i consists of 4 points and |S 1 ∩ S 2 | = 1 holds. We assume p > 3, since there is no superspecial curve of genus 4 if p ≤ 3 (cf. [5, Theorem 1.1]). The following realization of Howe curves seems to work well in both of theoretical and computational viewpoints. Let K be an algebraically closed field in characteristic p. Let y 2 = x 3 + A i x + B i (i = 1, 2) be two (nonsingular) elliptic curves, where A 1 , B 1 , A 2 , B 2 ∈ K. Let λ, µ and ν be elements of K and set
The two elliptic curves
are considered as the double covers
Note that the isomorphism classes of E 1 and E 2 are independent of the choice of (λ, µ, ν) provided µ = 0 and ν = 0. We say that (λ, µ, ν) is of Howe type if (i) µ = 0 and ν = 0;
(ii) f 1 and f 2 are coprime. If (λ, µ, ν) is of Howe type, then the desingularization H of the fiber product E 1 × P 1 E 2 is a Howe curve, since E i → P 1 is ramified over the set consisting of 4 points, say S i , and S 1 ∩ S 2 = {(1 : 0)}.
2.2.
Howe curves are canonical. We show that any Howe curve is a canonical curve of genus 4. Note that a curve of genus 4 is either hyperelliptic or canonical. Proof. Let H be a Howe curve, i.e., the normalization of the fiber product over P 1 of E 1 and E 2 as above. Let H ′ be the curve defined in P 3 = Proj k[x, y, z, w] by 
and consider the hyperelliptic curve C of genus 2 defined by
In [13, Theorem 2.1], Howe proved that there exist two isogenies
such that ϕ•ψ and ψ •ϕ are the multiplication by 2, see [16, Theorem C] for a result in more general cases. If p is odd, then ϕ•ψ and ψ•ϕ are isomorphisms between the p-kernels of J(H) and [p] are isomorphic, see [9, Corollary 2] for a more general result. Hence H is superspecial if and only if E 1 and E 2 are supersingular and C is superspecial. Now we recall a criterion for the superspeciality of C. Let γ i be the
Note that γ i and especially a, b, c and d are homogeneous as polynomials in λ, µ and ν. Let M be the Cartier-Manin matrix of C, that is a matrix representing the Cartier operator on H 0 (C, Ω 1 ). It is known (cf. [8, 4.1] and [24, §2] ) that the Cartier-Manin matrix of C is given by The next lemma will be used in Subsection 5.1 to estimate the computational complexity of our algorithm. The proof will be given in the full paper. Finally we discuss the field of definition of superspecial Howe curves.
Proposition 2.2. Let K be an algebraically closed field in characteristic p > 0. Any superspecial Howe curve K is isomorphic to H obtained as above for
Proof. It suffices to consider the case of K = F p 2 , since any supersingular elliptic curve is defined over
It is well-known that H ′ descends to H over F p 2 such that the Frobenius map F (the p 2 -power map) on Jac(H) is p or −p and all automorphisms of H are defined over F p 2 (cf. the proof of [5, Theorem 1.1]). Let E 1 and E 2 be the quotients of H corresponding to E ′ 1 and E ′ 2 . The quotient E i of H is obtained by an involution ι i ∈ Aut(H), and therefore is defined over F p 2 . The quotient by the group generated by ι 1 and ι 2 is isomorphic to P 1 over F p 2 . Let S i be the set of the ramified points of E i → P 1 . Since S 1 ∩S 2 consists of a single point, the point is an invariant under the action by the absolute Galois group of F p 2 and therefore is an F p 2 -rational point. An element of PGL 2 (F p 2 ) sends the point to the infinity ∈ P 1 . Since the Frobenius map F on E i is also ±p, any remaining element P of S i (a 2-torsion point on E i ) are also F p 2 -rational by F (P ) = ±pP = P . This implies the desired result.
Isomorphism-tests for Howe curves
In this section, we present two methods to determine whether two Howe curves are isomorphic or not. The first method is given in [17] , and it works for canonical curves. We recall this in Subsection 3.1. In the remaining subsections, we introduce an isomorphism-test using ramified points of the morphisms from elliptic curves to P 1 . For this, to each Howe curve H we associate a set EQ(H) of elliptic curves E possibly appearing as E i so that H is the normalization of E 1 × P 1 E 2 .
3.1.
Isomorphism-test as canonical curves. Let k be an algebraically closed field in characteristic p > 0. As shown in Proposition 2.1, any Howe curve is canonical. Here, let us give a short review of the isomorphism-test in [17, 6.1] for canonical curves.
Recall that any canonical curve X of genus 4 is a closed subvariety V (Q, P ) in P 3 = Proj k[x, y, z, w] defined by an irreducible cubic form P and an irreducible quadratic form Q (cf. (2.5) and (2.6) for a Howe curve). It is known that Q is uniquely determined by X up to linear coordinate-change. Since any irreducible quadratic form Q over k is isomorphic to either of (Non-Dege) xw + yz and (Dege) 2yw + z 2 , we assume that the quadratic form is either of these from now on.
Let V 1 := V (Q 1 , P 1 ) and V 2 := V (Q 2 , P 2 ) be two canonical curves. If V 1 and V 2 are isomorphic, then Q 1 = Q 2 . Note that V 1 and V 2 are isomorphic if and only if an element g of the orthogonal similitude group of Q := Q 1 = Q 2 satisfies gP 1 ≡ λP 2 mod Q for some λ ∈ k × . An algorithm implemented by using a Bruhat decomposition of the orthogonal similitude group and Gröbner basis computation is found in [18, 4.3 ].
3.2.
Elliptic quotients of a canonical curve of genus 4. Let k be an algebraically closed field in characteristic p > 0. Let H be a canonical curve of genus 4 (not necessarily a Howe curve). In this subsection, we classify certain dominant morphisms from H to a genus-one curve of degree 2.
Let I be the ideal of k[x, y, z, w] defining H, which is generated by a cubic form P and a quadratic form Q. Let V be the 4-dimensional k-vector space generated by x, y, z and w. Consider
is generated by a (single nonsingular) cubic form, i.e., there exist a genus-one curve
and a morphism
H → E U of degree 2. Note the cubic form in I ∩ k[U ] is of the form P − L · Q up to scalar multiplication, where L is a linear combination of x, y, z and w. We set
Here is a way to determine EQ(H) concretely. Since U is determined in V by a single linear equation
(A) If a 4 = 0, then we may assume a 4 = 1. As a basis of V , put
If a 4 = 0 and a 3 = 0, then we may assume a 3 = 1. As a basis of V , put X = x − a 1 z, Y = y − a 2 z, Z = w and W = z, where X, Y and Z span U . (C) If a 4 = a 3 = 0 and a 2 = 0, then we may assume a 2 = 1. As a basis of V , put X = x − a 1 y, Y = z, Z = w and W = y, where X, Y and Z span U . (D) If a 4 = a 3 = a 2 = 0 and a 1 = 0, then we may assume a 1 = 1. As a basis of V , put X = y, Y = z, Z = w and W = x, where X, Y , and Z span U . We consider
as a polynomial in X, Y , Z and W . If the coefficients of R of the 10 monomials containing W (i.e., the coefficients of 
is a basis of U (i) . Let R (i) be the cubic obtained as above for U (i) :
Set E (i) = Proj(k[U (i) ]/(R (i) )) and P 1 = Proj k[U (1) ∩ U (2) ]. If the natural morphisms E (i) → P 1 are of degree 2, we say that (U (1) , U (2) ) is admissible. Then H is the normalization of E (1) × P 1 E (2) . Assume that (U (1) , U (2) ) is admissible. Put
3 , T
3 . Moreover since the morphism H → E (i) is of degree 2, the quadratic Q contains the monomial (T
such that x and y are linearly independent. Choose z (i) ∈ {X (i) , Y (i) , Z (i) } such that z (i) ∈ U (1) ∩ U (2) . Note that x, y, z (i) and W (i) are linear combinations of x, y, z and w, and they are linearly independent. By the coordinate change to {x, y, z (i) , W (i) }, we regard R (i) as a polynomial in x, y and z (i) , since W (i) does not appear. Substitute 1 for y and consider R (i) as an element of k[x][z (i) ]. Note that (U (1) , U (2) ) is admissible if and only if R (i) (i = 1, 2) are quadratic in z (i) . Let D (i) be the discriminant of the quadratic polynomial R (i) , which is a polynomial ∈ k[x] of degree 3. Let x Write v H (U (1) , U (2) 
3 ). As the isomorphism class of H is determined by v H (U (1) , U (2) ) up to arrangement of {{x
and affine transformation (automorphism of P 1 stabilizing the infinity), we have the following key proposition: 
3 ).
We have that H 0 and H are isomorphic if and only if there exists an admissible pair (U (1) , U (2) ) of elements of EQ(H) such that writting v H (U (1) , U (2) 
where S n is the symmetric group of degree n.
Main algorithms and main results
4.1. Main algorithms. Based on the theory described in the previous sections, we present the two main algorithms below. Given a rational prime p > 3, the first one (Algorithm 4.1) lists superspecial Howe curves, and in particular it determines the (non-)existence of such a curve. (1-3) For each t 0 ∈ T : 
The reason we may assume this is that if H 0 and H are Howe curves obtained respectively by (A 1 , B 1 , A 2 , B 2 , λ, µ, ν) and (A 1 , B 1 , A 2 , B 2 , cλ, cµ, cν) for some c ∈ k × with k := F p , then H 0 ∼ = H over k. Indeed, the morphism sending (x, y, z, w)
to (x, c −1 y, √ cz, √ cw) gives an isomorphism between H 0 and H, considering their canonical forms (cf. Subsection 2.2).
Note that
Step (1-2) (resp. (2-1)) has two (resp. three) variants with different complexities, see Subsection 5.1 for more details and the fastest ones.
Once 
4.2.
Main results. This section presents results we have obtained by executing the main algorithms (Algorithms 4.1 and 4.3) in Subsection 4.1. We implemented the algorithms over Magma V2.22-3 in its 32-bit version on a laptop with Windows OS, a 2.60 GHz Inter Core i5-4210M processor and 8.00 GB memory. Until this submission, we have executed Algorithm 4.1 (resp. Algorithm 4.3) for p up to 331 (resp. 53), and it took about 3.5 hours (resp. 0.5 day) in total to complete the execution. Note that we stopped Algorithms 4.1 for p > 53 once one (A 1 , B 1 , A 2 , B 2 , λ, µ, ν) was found in Step (2) . As a result, we have the following:
• (Theorem 1.2) There exists a superspecial Howe curve (and so a canonical curve of genus 4) in characteristic p for every prime p = 5 or 7 < p ≤ 331. For p > 331, an out of memory error happens, but we could avoid this error by using Magma on a PC with the other OS 1 , which we plan to adopt in the near future. Also by the execution of Algorithm 4.3,
• (Theorem 1.3) We have determined the number of F p -isomorphism classes of superspecial Howe curves for 5 ≤ p ≤ 53 with no out of memory error. Step (1) Step (2 Table 1 below summarizes the results on the number of F p -isomorphism classes, which we denote by n (p) . For a comparison, we also implemented the conventional method in [17] (for a brief review, see Subsection 3.1 of this paper) to classify the isomorphism classes. Note that Step (1-3) of Algorithm 4.3 tests H 0 ∼ = H from the inputs V H0 and V H , which are pre-computed in Step (1-2) . On the other hand, the conventional method [17] decides H 0 ∼ = H from (the standard forms of) H 0 and H. We see from Table 1 that the dominant step for Algorithm 4.3 is Step (2) for 5 ≤ p ≤ 53 although Step (1-2) includes Gröbner basis computations 2 . Note that once V H 's are computed in Step (1), only simple linear algebra is used to conduct
Step (2) . Another advantage of our classification algorithm is that Step (1) (the computation of EQ(H)'s and V H 's) can be parallelized perfectly and easily.
Here, we also give a brief comparison between the classification of isomorphism classes by Algorithm 4.3 and that by the conventional method [17] . For all primes p > 5 shown in Table 1 , we see from the columns on total time that the former one is dramatically faster than the latter one (e.g., for p = 13, 23, 29 more than 100 times faster). In particular, the average time t Iso of isomorphism-tests in Step (2) is < 0.01 seconds, which is much less than that by the conventional one for any p > 5. This is because the latter one computes Gröbner bases for each isomorphism-test, whereas Step (2) of our method has no such a computation. While we have not determine the complexity for any of Algorithm 4.3 and the method [17] yet, from these practical behaviors we also expect that the complexities of Steps (1) 3 is always less than that of the classification by the method in [17] ; the former is #H(p) = O(p 5 ) but the latter is #H(p)(#H(p) + 1)/2 = O(#H(p)) 2 ) = O(p 10 ). These complexities are not reduced even if one uses the divide-and-conquer method. Thus, as long as the cost of each Gröbner basis computation in Step (1) is less than that in the method [17] , Algorithm 4.3 is (about p 5 times) more efficient than the classification by the method in [17] .
Algorithm details with complexity analysis
In this section, we describe the details (of some steps) of our main algorithms. In particular, we describe possible variants of Steps (1-2) and (2-1) in Algorithm 4.1, together with complexity analysis. As for Algorithm 4.3, this section also presents pseudo codes of Steps (1-2) and (1) (2) (3) , which are new computational methods proposed in Section 3.
Complexity analysis of Algorithm 4.1 with variants of sub-routines.
All time complexity bounds refer to arithmetic complexity, which is the number of operations in F p 2 . We denote by M(n) the time to multiply two univariate polynomials over F p 2 of degree ≤ n. We use the "Soft-O" notation to omit logarithmic factors; g = O ∼ (h) means g = O(h log k (h)) for some constant k. In the following, after we discuss possible variants of Steps (1-2) and (2-1) of Algorithm 4.1, we shall determine the total (time) complexity of Algorithm 4.1 for the fastest variants.
Variants of
Step (1-2) of Algorithm 4.1. As we mentioned in Subsection 4.1, there are two variants to compute the set T of all roots t 0 of H p (t).
The first one is the brute-force on t 0 ∈ F p 2 to check H p (t 0 ) = 0 or not, where the evaluation H p (t) at t = t 0 is done in O(p) since deg(H p (t)) = e = O(p). Thus, the complexity of this brute-force for Step ( 
The second variant is to factor the univariate polynomial H p (t) over F p 2 . Its complexity is estimated as O(log 2 (p)M(p)), or O ∼ (M(p)) if less precisely. Indeed, since H p (t) is square-free and since it splits completely over F p 2 , all of its roots are found only by the equal-degree factorization (EDF), e.g., [7] . The EDF algorithm given in [7] completely factors a univariate polynomial of degree D over F q in O(log(D) log(q)M(D)). In our case with D = e = O(p) and q = p 2 , the complexity of EDF is O(log 2 (p)M(p)), as desired.
From this, the second variant is faster than the first one, and thus we adopt the second one in our implementation.
Step (2-1) of Algorithm 4.1. As we mentioned in Subsection 4.1, there are three variants (the following (i)-(iii)) to compute all (λ, µ, ν) ∈ (F q ) 3 with ν = 1 and q = p 2 such that M = 0, where M is the Cartier-Manin matrix given in (2.9) with entries a, b, c and d.
(i) Use the brute-force on (λ, µ) ∈ (F p 2 ) 2 to check M = 0 or not.
(ii) Regard one of λ and µ as a variable. For simplicity, regard λ as a variable. For each µ ∈ F p 2 , compute the roots in F p 2 of G := gcd(a, b, c, d) ∈ F p 2 [λ]. (iii) Regarding both λ and µ as variables, use an approach based on resultants. In the following, we show that the fastest one is (ii). In each of (i)-(iii), we compute the Cartier-Manin matrix M from f := f 1 f 2 , where f 1 and f 2 are defined respectively in (2.1) and (2.2). As we will describe in Remark 5.1 below, the costs of computing M for (i) and (ii) are bounded respectively by O(p) and O(pM(p)) F p 2 operations. It is clear that the cost of computing M for (iii) is not less than that for each of (i) and (ii). For reasons of space, we give only a summary of the estimation of the complexities of (i), (ii) and (iii) (further details to appear elsewhere).
The complexity of (i) is (pM(p) ), the dominant part of the rest of (ii) is to factor G with degree ≤ D over F q with q = p 2 , where D denotes the maximum value of the degrees of a, b, c and d with respect to λ. Factoring G is done by the square-free, distinct-degree and equal-degree factorizations, and its cost is estimated as O(D log(D)M(D) + log(D) log(q)M(D)) by e.g., the method in [7] . Since the number of iterations on µ is q = p 2 , the complexity of (ii) is )). If one uses fastest algorithms with M(n) = n log(n) log(log(n)) for polynomial multiplication, (5.1) is O(p 4 log 2 (p) log(log(p))).
In (iii), a way of computing the zeros (λ, µ) is the following: First we compute the resultants
. We next compute G ′ := gcd(R 1 , R 2 ) and its roots over F q . For each of computed roots, it suffices to compute the roots over F q of gcd(a, b, c, d) ∈ F q [λ] for a, b, c and d evaluated at µ. With the total degree bound O(D) on a, b, c and d, we can estimate that the complexity of (iii) by the above way is the cost of computing M plus
If one ignores logarithmic factors in (5.1) and (5.2), the lower one is (5.1) (resp. (5.2)) if q < D 2 (resp. q > D 2 ). In our case, it follows from D = O(p) and q = p 2 that (5.1) and (5.2) ignoring logarithmic factors give the same bound. Thus, the complexity (5.1) of (ii) does not exceed that of (iii), and (ii) is faster than (iii) if the cost of computing M for (iii) is greater than (5.2) .
From this, we adopt the fastest variant (ii) in our implementation, and assume that the complexity of Step (2-1) of Algorithm 4.1 is bounded by O(p 3 log(p)M(p)).
Remark 5.1. In each of (i)-(iii), we require to compute the Cartier-Manin matrix. In general, it is known that computing the Cartier-Manin matrix M of a hyperelliptic curve y 2 = f (x) defined over a field K is reduced into multiplying matrices via recurrences by Bostan-Gaudry-Schost [2, Section 8] for the coefficients of f (x) n , see e.g., [12, Section 2] for details. Harvey-Sutherland's algorithm [12] , which is an improvement of the one [11] presented at ANTS XI, is also based on this reduction, and it is the fastest algorithm to compute M for the case of K = F p . From this, one of the best ways to compute M in (i) (resp. (ii), (iii)) is to extend Harvey-Sutherland's algorithm [12] to the case of K = F p 2 (resp. F p 2 (λ), F p 2 (λ, µ)). However, since we have not succeeded in the extension yet, we compute M just by the reduction mentioned above. In this case, computing M in (i) (resp. (ii)) is done by the multiplication of matrices of F p 2 (resp. F p 2 [λ] together with constant times of divisions in F p 2 [λ]), and its complexity is estimated as O(p) (resp. O(pM(p))). The complexity for the case of (iii) has not been determined yet, but at least it is not less than those for the other cases. Note: We have y = (x, y, z, w) · t y, where y is as in Lemma 3.3. (2-6) Find an element x = ξ 1 x + ξ 2 y + ξ 3 z + ξ 4 w ∈ U (1) ∩ U (2) such that x and y are linearly independent over K, by the following procedure:
• For j = 1 and 2, test the linear independence of x j and y. If x j and y are linearly independent, set ξ ← x j and write ξ = (ξ 1 , ξ 2 , ξ 3 , ξ 4 ). Note: For one or the other of x 1 and x 2 , the vectors x j and y are linearly independent. Note also that x = ξ 1 x + ξ 2 y + ξ 3 z + ξ 4 w, where x is as in the proof of Lemma 3.3.
(2-7) For each of i = 1 and 2, conduct the following:
(2-7-1) For each 1 ≤ j ≤ 3, test whether
i.e., u
j . (2-7-2) Set T (i) ← ( t ξ, t y, t z (i) , t w (i) ). 
3 ), and we set V H ← V H ∪{v H (U (1) , U (2) )} .
(3) Output V H .
Concluding remark
In this paper, we presented the two main algorithms to find/enumerate superspecial Howe curves (and thus canonical curves of genus 4). The first one determines the (non-)existence of such curves by collecting their explicit defining equations. The second one enumerates the isomorphism classes of superspecial Howe curves listed by the first one. By executing these algorithms over Magma, we have a result that there exists a superspecial Howe curve for every prime p = 5 or 7 < p ≤ 331, and we determined their F p -isomorphism classes for all 5 ≤ p ≤ 53.
For the construction of the main algorithms, several sub-algorithms were also constructed. In particular one of them is an algorithm to test whether given two Howe curves are isomorphic (over an algebraically closed field) to each other or not. While the complexity of this isomorphism-test has not been analyzed yet, experimental results show that it is expected to classify the isomorphism classes extremely more efficiently than the conventional method by Kudo-Harashita, 2017 [17] . Benchmarking shows that our algorithm classified isomorphisms classes 15-214 times (on average 96 times) faster than the conventional method.
We conclude that the main algorithms shall contribute to solve the problem to find or enumerate superspecial curves for larger p. We also hope that algorithms proposed in this paper could be generalized and applied to other curves obtained by fiber products.
